Storytelling Across the Curriculum: From Margin to Center, from Clinic to the Classroom

Carolyn Grose*

Narrative theory and storytelling have emerged as threads in legal scholarship steadily over the past 20 years. Beginning in the late 1980s and early 1990s, the Legal Storytelling movement sought to acknowledge and include the voices of “outsiders” in legal scholarship and dialogue.  

1 As I will explain more fully below, I use “narrative theory” to describe the theory of stories—what they are and how they are made. By contrast, I use “storytelling” to describe the practice of telling stories. Throughout the piece, I use the nouns “narrative” and “story” interchangeably. For another set of definitions of the two concepts, see e.g. Ruth Anne Robbins & Steve Johansen, Presentation, This is your Brain on Stories (Applied Legal Storytelling Conference, Chapter Two: Once Upon a Legal Story, Portland, Or., July 23, 2009) (video available at http://lawmedia.lclark.edu/LawMedia/SilverlightPlayer/Default.aspx?peid=a07a02732ee442f109cc5c2e8e1c).
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recently, the Applied Legal Storytelling movement encourages scholars to use storytelling to enhance their understanding of what skills lawyers practice and how to improve those skills. Scholars in the Law and Literature movement explore the uses of literature to help lawyers stay connected to their imaginations, to their creativity, and to their humanity. Each of these scholarly movements has led to, or grown out of, professors’ experiments with using narrative theory and storytelling in the classroom. Thus, the scholarship that results tends to focus on one or both of the following ideas: (1) what narrative theory tells us about how to read and construct opinions and briefs; and (2) how to use narrative theory and storytelling in teaching.
In clinical teaching and scholarship, storytelling has assumed pride of place as a tool to help students hear and incorporate the voices of “outsiders” as they engage in and practice various lawyering skills, and to challenge them to think creatively and compassionately about their case strategy and practice. Lucie White’s “Sunday Shoes” piece and Binny Miller’s “Give Them Back Their Lives” are just two examples of narrative theory and storytelling practice that many clinical teachers use either explicitly or behind the scenes in their supervision of clinical students or their seminar teaching.

I believe narrative theory and storytelling can be used even more fundamentally in the law school curriculum, cutting across types of courses and types of lawyering. I teach skills, doctrinal, and clinical courses, and I use narrative theory and storytelling in all three, always with the same goal: to help students recognize that as lawyers, they are not only hearers and tellers of stories, but also, and perhaps most important, constructors of stories.

I use the term “narrative theory” to describe the study of story construction, which is different from—though clearly related to—story telling. Construction is the act of building: putting together the elements that comprise the story and then writing it down. Performance of the story—reading it, telling it, enacting it—comes later. So narrative theory studies that process of construction by asking: What are the elements of this story? What choices must the author make about those elements? What process does the author go through to make those choices? By choosing what goes into the story, what has the author left out? How is the story different as a result of those choices? Have those choices been made

---

9 Lucie White, Subordination, Rhetorical Survival Skills and Sunday Shoes: Notes on the Hiring of Ms. G., 38 Buff. L. Rev. 1 (1990); McKenzie, supra n. 6. In “Sunday Shoes,” Lucie White tells a story about herself as a young legal aid lawyer representing a client in a welfare overpayment case. The piece explores the complexity of the lawyer-client relationship and introduces the important “critical lawyering theory” idea that the client is the expert about her own life and that the lawyer must collaborate with her to construct and tell a story that adequately and authentically represents her. White, supra.

10 Binny Miller, Give Them Back Their Lives: Client Narrative and Case Theory, 93 Mich. L. Rev. 485 (1994). In this piece, Miller describes the multi-layered process of constructing case theories and the need for awareness of the ways in which the lawyer and client bring different pieces of themselves to the process of constructing those stories. Id.
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intentionally or reflexively? What factors influence the author in making those choices?  

Other branches of narrative theory explore the essential nature of stories and why they are so elemental to human interaction by asking how and why and when narrative works. My understanding and use of narrative theory relies and builds on these works in an effort to make it a more active theory: in other words, “yes, we get it that stories are essential; now how can we use them to make us better lawyers?” That theory in action is the practice of storytelling: the actual craft of constructing stories, based on choices made with intention and reflection by the lawyer and her client.

My particular teaching philosophy and approach rely on an exploration of both narrative theory and the practice of storytelling. Most, if not all, of my classes—regardless of their official content—involve discussions about what stories are and what makes them “good” (persuasive, compelling), both substantively (the “what” of the story) and technically (the “how” of the story). That’s the narrative theory. In addition, my students spend a lot of time constructing and deconstructing stories, focusing on their elements—both the “what” and the “how”—and on the choices that resulted in the story’s substance and structure. That’s the storytelling practice.

So I have complementary teaching and learning goals in my courses: in my Family Law or Trusts and Estates courses, I hope that my students learn the doctrine of custody or inter vivos transfers; in my Advocacy course, I hope that my students begin to understand the goals of direct and cross examination; and in my Legal Planning Clinic, I hope that my students gain confidence in the practice of filing Articles of Incorporation or drafting a Health Care Directive. At the same time, the storytelling exercises I use in all three kinds of courses are aimed more broadly than the particular skills or doctrine that are the focus of each course. The exercises are designed to challenge students to deconstruct the story they are hearing or telling, to gain understanding of that story’s substantive and technical elements, and to recognize the choices that they, as lawyers, must make to construct a story that is persuasive and compelling and likely to further their client’s goals.

A pedagogy that relies on this kind of narrative theory and storytelling practice both starts from the premise and leads to the realization that The

---

12 I use the term “author” here to refer to the person who puts the story together and writes it down—the story constructor. The storyteller might continue the process of construction, but many of the choices have already been made by the time the story gets told or read or enacted.

Law is made up of a set of stories that have been adopted by decision makers and that those stories have been constructed by none other than lawyers. When students arrive at this conclusion, they begin to recognize the power and responsibility they hold as story constructors—makers of the Law.  

In this piece, I develop the idea of using storytelling across the curriculum to teach students this kind of critical thinking and reflection about their role as lawyers. In Part One, I describe the importance of storytelling and stories in the craft of lawyering. Part Two describes my own teaching in the context of narrative theory and practice, and it analyzes how and why this context achieves the goal of developing students’ critical thinking skills and reflective practice. The piece concludes with the suggestion that narrative theory and storytelling as a pedagogy used systematically across individual courses and the curriculum has the potential to transform a student’s experience of law school, resulting in her development as an empowered, reflective, and socially responsible member of the legal profession, regardless of the kind of law she practices or the kinds of clients she represents.

I. Narrative Theory and Storytelling Practice

Narrative theory is an exploration and elaboration of the idea that the law is made up of stories that are constructed by lawyers, clients, and decision makers. Each one of these stories consists of distinct and identifiable elements, both substantive and technical, and each one of these elements is the product of choices made—consciously or not—by the story’s constructor. Storytelling itself is the craft that puts this theory into practice: the act of constructing the story’s elements, the choices the storyteller makes in the process, and then the actual telling of the story.

Thinking about the practice of law as a practice of storytelling gives us the opportunity to look behind and between and over and under the black letter rules that comprise “the law.” In those interstices, we find facts and language and structure and ideas that go well beyond the holding of an opinion or the mandate of a statute. By viewing the law through a...
narrative lens, we discover not only “how law is found but how it is made.”

A. Narrative Theory: What is a Story?

Anthony Amsterdam and Jerome Bruner provided a great service to legal scholarship and teaching with their book *Minding the Law*; there, they translated literary theory and rhetoric into terms understandable to the contemporary legal (as opposed to literary) scholar. As described in *Minding the Law*, stories are composed of the following elements:

- A “steady state”—that is, a state “grounded in the legitimate ordinariness of things.”
- The “trouble”—that is, something that happened to disrupt the “legitimate ordinariness of things.”
- Followed by “efforts” at redress, to cope or come to terms with the disruption.
- Leading to an outcome or resolution.
- Ending with a coda or moral—a retrospective evaluation of what it all might mean—which returns the audience from the “then-and-there” of the narrative to the “here-and-now of the telling.”

Taken together, these five elements make up what we call “the plot” of the story— the “what happened and why” of the story. Plots usually fit into particular “genres”— “mental models representing possible ways in which events in the human world can go.” In other words, the story is recognizable to the reader or listener almost from the outset, causing him or her to register it as a comedy, tragedy, or drama. These are established frameworks for narratives or scripts that we recognize and expect to be resolved in certain ways.

---

19 Id. at 3.
20 See generally Amsterdam & Bruner, supra n. 13.
21 Amsterdam & Bruner, supra n. 13, at 113.
22 Id. at 114.
25 Amsterdam & Bruner, supra n. 13, at 133 (genres are tools of narrative problem-solving that can shape human encounters and institutional arrangements).
26 Id.
27 Id.; see also Lopez, supra n. 2
Making the plot move, of course, are the Characters—free agents, with minds of their own, rendered by external details, who engage in the “what happened and why” of the story. Theodore Leitch describes characters as “trope[s] for human identity”; like plots, characters tend to register with readers or listeners as familiar, each one expected to embody one or more general truths. Thus, we expect to encounter and to recognize heroes, villains, lovers, enemies, good guys, bad guys, clowns, tragic figures, protagonists, and antagonists.

Plot and character make up the “what” of the story—something happened to someone and the story is about how to fix it. The arrangement of the substantive components is what I call the “how” of the story. These are the technical pieces that literally make the story go: timing, framing, pace, language, when the story begins, when it ends, what gets described fully, what gets left out, setting, organization, structure. As much as plot or character, these elements make the story what it is, delivering it to the reader or listener in a form that he recognizes and responds to.

This is only the nutshell deconstruction of a story, however. In every story, each one of those elements—character, plot, genre, timing, framing, pace, language, structure, rendering of detail, organization, setting, etc.—represents one, if not more than one, choice about the kind of story to tell and how to tell it. As Martha Minow points out, one of the shortcomings of the storytelling mode is that it “gives no guidance or suggestion about which stories to tell.” To know how to tell a story, then, we need to understand the choices we make and why we make them.

B. Storytelling Practice: How Lawyers Tell Stories

Cultural psychologist Jerome Bruner describes the act of storytelling as so instinctive and intuitive as to render an explanation of how we do it close to impossible: “We stumble when we try to explain, to ourselves or to some dubious other, what makes something a story rather than, say, an argument or a recipe.” And yet, if we are to be effective storytellers—the
kind who explain not only how law is found, but also how it is made—we must be able to overcome this asymmetry between doing and understanding what we do.37 We must be able to describe—if only to ourselves, so we can do it again—what goes into the making of a story.

Lawyers are particular kinds of storytellers, influenced by variables unique to their role as tellers of their clients’ stories. In that role, as makers of legal arguments, we decide what story to tell and how to tell it “guided by some vision of what matters.”38 Put another way, to figure out what story to tell and how to tell it, the lawyer must weigh three substantive factors, the same factors that make up the theory of the case: the law, the facts, and the client’s goals.39 In addition, of course, the lawyer must consider contextual factors, e.g., the audience, the forum, the availability of resources, and the personalities of the client and other potential supporting or detracting characters in the story. The lawyer must also consider particular cultural norms and values in deciding among different stories and ways of telling them. And finally, the lawyer must consider factors personal to himself in determining what story to tell and how to tell it: is he comfortable in a courtroom, can he pull off a humorous narrative, does he do better in a more formal or less formal setting, does the client’s situation raise personal moral or ethical concerns?40

Storytelling is pervasive. When a lawyer drafts a statement of facts, for example, she does not simply record the known universe of “relevant” facts in an interesting and persuasive way. Indeed, there is no such thing as an absolutely neutral description of the facts.41 As lawyers, we engage in fact-gathering repeatedly—at initial client interviews, after we’ve done some legal research, in anticipation of the other side’s argument—and then we “pick and choose from available facts to present a picture of what happened”42 that most accurately reflects our sense of what matters.43 And the other lawyers involved do exactly the same thing, with exactly the same pool of facts, but emphasizing different details, drawing different inferences, and thus drawing quite a different picture.44

37 Id.
38 Amsterdam & Bruner, supra n. 13, at 7.
39 Binny Miller has written extensively about the construction of case theory, which is the incorporation of law and facts and client goals into a story that can be used to drive a case or an organizing campaign. See Binny Miller, supra n. 10, at 487–88 (describing case theory).
40 See Grose, supra n. 35.
41 David Luban, Paternalism and the Legal Profession, 1981 Wis. L. Rev. 454, 463 (1981); see also Scheppele, supra n. 2, at 2089 (discussing “point of viewlessness”).
43 This is true regardless of the forum or kind of matter—litigation, planning, transactional, mediation, or negotiation.
44 Delgado, supra n. 42, at 2416–18; see also Lopez, supra n. 2.
And this selectivity applies to the “how” too. The law might define what is relevant (and I say “might” deliberately), but it cannot define “how the relevant facts, in a particular case, are to be expressed.” It is up to the lawyer to figure out what words to use, with what emphasis. A lawyer’s statement of facts thus “reflects—by its inclusions and exclusions, the emphasis of its sentence construction, and the structures of its argumentation—choices.” Lawyers make choices about the other technical elements of a story as well: when the story should begin and when it should end, how quickly or slowly the action should move, how fleshed out each character should be. Kim Lane Schepple provides wonderful examples of choices judges make in the “how” of their stories (for appellate opinions are of course stories), both about word choice (“lightly choke” v. “heavy caress”) and framing (beginning with the defendant’s childhood rather than beginning with the night of the crime).

Thus, stories are not “recipes for stringing together a set of ‘hard facts.’” Rather storytellers first construct the facts and then construct the stories by sorting through what is out there and figuring out both what to say and how to say it, based on the storyteller’s own perspective about “what matters.” Narrative is not a linear framework structure into which events are slotted but instead a set of events that can be organized into alternative narratives, and the choice among them depends on perspective, circumstances, and interpretive frameworks. And those choices are governed by what we care about. Thus, the “fabric of narrative reflects the shape of our concerns.”

C. Attention to Narrative Theory Makes Us Better Lawyers

For lawyers, figuring out “what matters” is a complex and nuanced process. When we choose what story to tell and how to tell it, we must

---

45 Bernard Jackson, Narrative Theories and Legal Discourse in Narrative in Culture: The Uses of Storytelling in the Sciences, Philosophy, and Literature 27 (1994).
46 Id.
47 Schepple, supra n. 2, at 2086.
48 Id. at 2094–96.
49 Amsterdam & Bruner, supra n. 13, at 111.
50 Id. at 116.
51 Amsterdam & Bruner, supra n. 13, at 140–41. Although it is not exactly what I am talking about here, there is a rich body of scholarship on assumptions and lawyer biases that affect the way in which facts are understood. See e.g. Grose, supra n. 35, and sources cited therein.
52 Amsterdam & Bruner, supra n. 13, at 124.
53 Depending on the kind of relationship the lawyer has with the client, and the kind of lawyer he is, the client might play a significant role in helping to choose and craft the story the lawyer tells on her behalf, or she might take a more background role. See e.g. Carolyn Grose, “Once Upon A Time, In a Land Far, Far Away . . .?: Lawyers and Clients Telling Stories About
work thoughtfully and responsibly to reconcile and balance various facets of “what matters.” What lawyers must appreciate is that when we choose to tell a particular story in a certain way, we are shaping future stories. If the story we present is persuasive, then other stories will be shaped to fit that “winning” story. The legal process reifies what it recognizes as actionable harms, essentially making law. When constructed and told without contextual awareness or intention, some stories may end up making very bad law.

Understanding storytelling is a way to understand persuasion. We persuade by telling stories that decision makers believe and adopt. Narrative theory is so compelling partly because stories are elemental to human interaction—we recognize and react to them instinctively.\textsuperscript{54} So my suggestion that lawyers use narrative theory in their practice is not a suggestion that lawyers do anything radically different, just that they harness what they’re already doing in some systematic and intentional way. If as they listen to their clients, something doesn’t make sense, or they find themselves wondering about the absence or presence of a particular character, or they imagine how they might feel in a similar situation, narrative theory suggests that they should recognize those reactions as important clues. Lawyers should use these clues to help guide their ongoing pursuit of the client’s narrative and to work with the client to construct a story that will engage the decision maker’s curiosity and compassion without triggering his disbelief or dismissal.

This approach is distinct from letting a lawyer’s own values and judgment guide the story construction process. Instead, narrative theory helps lawyers harness our natural curiosity and skepticism. Although imagination and common sense are valuable tools for listeners and storytellers, such tools need to be used carefully. If they are used with intention and awareness of the choices underlying story construction, then they will be used in ways that do not allow the lawyers’ voice to dominate or overwhelm the client’s and that do not lead to the making of law that the lawyer did not anticipate or intend through the adoption of misconstrued stories.\textsuperscript{55}

I can anticipate the usual reaction to suggestions that we use more theory in our practice: “how can I possibly do all this? I don’t have time; I can barely get the client’s facts out in the first interview, let alone do all


\textsuperscript{54} Robbins & Johansen, supra n. 1.

\textsuperscript{55} Grose, supra n. 16.
this narrative theory stuff." But the reality is that lawyers do all this anyway; we just don’t know we’re doing it, and we are therefore not doing it as intentionally, and as effectively, as we could be. If we don’t understand the choices we make so that we can make them intentionally, we will fail in our effort to persuade the decision maker, or we will persuade the decision maker to act in a way that ultimately does not benefit our client, or future clients. All of which is to say: using narrative theory is a way to understand that we are making these choices, and it helps us to make them intentionally, which in turn leads us to become better lawyers.

II. The Pedagogy of Narrative and Storytelling

Legal education is at an important crossroads. The Carnegie Report and Best Practices for Legal Education describe legal education as deficient in actually producing competent professionals. By bringing together theory, doctrine, skills and values, narrative theory and storytelling practice help students develop as the more fully integrated lawyers that these reports envision.

A. The Pedagogical Theory

Indeed, many teachers are using particular kinds of stories or storytelling exercises to teach specific doctrine or skills. In addition, scholars and professors use works of literature to focus their students’ attention on particular values like anti-racism, justice, cross-cultural competence (voice of outsiders), ethics, creativity, and compassion. James Elkins and other

56 Id.
59 “Potential clients should be able to hire any licensed lawyer with confidence that the attorney has demonstrated at least minimal competence to practice law. Doctors’ patients reasonably expect that their doctors have performed medical procedures multiple times under the supervision of fully qualified mentors before performing them without supervision. Clients of attorneys should have similar expectations, but today they cannot.” Id. at 26.
60 Sullivan, supra n. 57, at 123.
61 See e.g. Caron, supra n. 3; Foley, supra n. 6; Timothy S. Hall et al., Harry Potter, Law, and Culture, 12 Tex. Wes. L. Rev. 427, 464–68 (2005); Davis, supra n. 3; McKenzie, supra n. 6; Douglas W. Maynard, Narratives and Narrative Structure in Plea Bargaining, in Narrative and the Legal Discourse 102, 105 (David Ray Papke ed., Deborah Charles Publications 1991); Katherine Holmes Sneaker, Storytelling in Opening Statements: Framing the Argumentation of the Trial, in Narrative and the Legal Discourse, supra, at 132; Caplow, supra n. 3; Chestek, supra n. 3; Marcia Canavan, Using Literature to Teach Legal Writing, 23 Quinnipiac L. Rev. 1 (2004); Tovino, supra n. 3; Robert Dinerstein, Stephen Ellmann, Isabelle Gunnin & Ann Shalleck, Lawyers and Clients: Critical Issues in Interviewing and Counseling (West 2009).
62 See e.g. Willem J. Witteveen, Reading Vico for the School of Law, 83 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 1197 (2008); MacDowell, supra n. 2, at 312, 316, 332; Judith G. Greenberg & Robert V. Ward, Teaching Race and the Law Through Narrative, 30 Wake Forest L. Rev. 323 (1995); Phyllis Goldfarb, So Near and Yet So Far: Dreams of Collaboration Between Clinical and Legal Writing Programs, 4 J. ALWD 35 (2007); Spencer, supra n. 2; Maatman, supra n. 2; Rose, supra n. 6, at 38–39, 55–56; James R. Elkins,
narrative theory scholars from the early 1990s suggest that the study of literature should be added to the law school curriculum to help the imagination of students in challenging the apparently objective and machine-like character of the law.\textsuperscript{63} I build on this idea by suggesting that a pedagogy built around narrative theory and storytelling practice can help students understand that there is no such thing as the monolithic Law, rules that are simply discovered or found out there somewhere. Instead, law comprises a series of stories—ever changing—and those stories are constructed not by some objective external Decision Maker in the Sky, but by lawyers, lawyers who once were law students.

I teach skills, doctrinal, and clinical courses, and I use narrative theory in all three, all with the same goal: to help students recognize that as lawyers, they are not only hearers and tellers of stories, but also, and perhaps most important, constructors of stories. A pedagogy that relies on this theory leads students to realize that The Law itself is a set of stories that have been adopted by decision makers and that those stories have been constructed by none other than lawyers.\textsuperscript{64}

Ann Shalleck describes narrative theory as a way “to further our understanding of both the dynamics in relationships between lawyers and clients and the nature of the law that gets created through that interaction.”\textsuperscript{65} As mentioned earlier, I hope that my students will learn the doctrine of custody or \textit{intervivos} transfers in my Family Law or Trusts and Estates courses, that they will begin to understand the goals of direct and cross examination in my Advocacy course, and that they will gain confidence in the practice of filing Articles of Incorporation or drafting a Health Care Directive in my Legal Planning Clinic. But the storytelling exercises I use in all three kinds of courses are designed to go beyond the particular skills or doctrine on which each course is centered. The storytelling exercises are designed to challenge students to deconstruct the story they are hearing or telling, to gain understanding of that story’s substantive and technical elements, and to recognize the choices that lawyers must make to construct a story that is persuasive and compelling and likely to further their client’s goals.


\textsuperscript{65} Dinerstein, Ellmann, Gunning, & Shalleck, supra n. 56, at 3.
B. My Pedagogical Practice

Regardless of their official content, most of my classes explore narrative theory and storytelling practice. That is, they include discussions about what stories are and what makes them “good”—the “what” and the “how.” In addition, my students spend time focusing on the elements of the story and the choices that resulted in the story’s substance and structure.

These discussions and exercises recur throughout the semester so students have the opportunity to revisit the concepts at higher and higher levels of complexity, resulting, at the end of the semester, in an understanding of the practice and theory of storytelling as an essential component of their roles as lawyers and participants in the development of the legal system. Thus, I use a “spiral theory” (as opposed to a “ parachuting-in theory”) of teaching these ideas. In addition, I use these ideas across content and skills, not only in litigation contexts and not only in clinic or traditional skills courses. The remainder of this section will describe the exercises and discussions I use in a required upper-level skills course called Advocacy, a legal planning clinic, and two traditional “doctrinal” courses.

1. Storytelling Practice in Advocacy Class

In many ways, this is the easiest and most obvious context in which to teach the uses of storytelling. What began as a trial advocacy course has evolved to include other forms of advocacy, but the course revolves around a series of oral exercises that track the trial experience, beginning with taking a deposition and concluding with a full-blown (albeit shorter than typical) trial.

The storytelling theme emerges in the very first class as I describe the “universal tasks of lawyering” as “hearing stories, constructing stories, and telling stories.” I tell my students that this “storytelling framework” is more than a metaphor: it is a practical method of unpacking what lawyers do (hear, construct and tell stories) and how to do it well, in whatever context the students end up practicing law. We then begin the process of identifying and exploring the substantive and technical elements of a story, introducing the ideas of the “what” and the “how” of stories. The theory and practice re-emerge in subsequent classes on case theory, direct and cross examination, opening statements, and closing arguments.

My favorite set of exercises is the basis for a class called “using facts to persuade.” In the class, I briefly describe the relevant facts of a coerced confession case: in 1958 in North Carolina, an African-American man,
Elmer Davis, confessed to the rape and murder of a white woman. My colleague and I play the lead roles during the following hypothetical direct examination that takes place at an imagined suppression hearing to determine whether the confession was coerced:

**Prosecutor:** Lieutenant, who was in charge of overseeing the interrogation of Mr. Davis?

**Witness:** I was.

**Prosecutor:** Is there a Department protocol for interrogation of prisoners?

**Witness:** Yes.

**Prosecutor:** Please describe that protocol to the judge.

**Witness:** We limit interrogations to twice daily, once in the morning and once later in the day.

**Prosecutor:** What procedure did you follow for the interrogation of Mr. Davis?

**Witness:** We followed that Departmental protocol. I typically interrogated Mr. Davis in the morning, and another officer questioned him later in the day.

**Prosecutor:** Did that procedure vary?

**Witness:** No, we followed that procedure the entire time Mr. Davis was in custody, up until the time he confessed.

I then ask the students to identify the state’s theory of the case and what facts the prosecutor sought to elicit in support of that theory. They quickly come up with the theory as being that the confession was not coerced, supported by the facts that there was a policy against around-the-clock questioning and that the policy was followed. They are persuaded by this story. For the moment.

My colleague and I then engage in another direct examination in the same suppression hearing, this time conducted by the defense attorney, with the defendant as the witness.

**Defense Attorney:** Mr. Davis, how long were you in jail before you gave the statement to the police?

**Defendant:** Sixteen days.

67 The exercise is based on Kim Lane Scheppele’s Foreword to the Michigan Law Review’s volume on legal storytelling, back in 1989. In the article, Scheppele describes two cases that ended up in the U.S. Supreme Court, one involving the rape of a woman, the other involving the allegedly coerced confession of a black man. She contrasts the appellate court decisions in both cases with the Supreme Court opinions, illustrating points about language and framing as important tools of persuasive storytelling. See Scheppele, supra n. 2, at 2086–97.
Defense Attorney: Please describe the cell where you were being held.

Defendant: It was a small cell in the back of the jail, with a bed and a chair. There was a little window out into the jail yard.

Defense Attorney: Was there a clock in the cell?

Defendant: No.

Defense Attorney: Did you have a wristwatch?

Defendant: No, they took my watch away from me when they put me in jail.

Defense Attorney: During that sixteen days, how often did the police question you?

Defendant: Pretty much all the time.

Defense Attorney: When you say “pretty much all the time,” what do you mean?

Defendant: After I woke up in the morning, one of them would come in and start asking me questions. That would go on all morning and then he’d leave. Then after a while another one would come in and start up all over again.

Defense Attorney: Was it light out while you were being questioned?

Defendant: Sometimes it was.

Defense Attorney: And was it ever dark out while you were being questioned?

Defendant: Sure it was.

Defense Attorney: How long did that kind of questioning go on?

Defendant: Every single day until they got me to sign this statement.

Again, I ask the students to identify the defendant’s theory of the case and the facts the lawyer elicits in the direct examination to support that theory. Again, they quickly come up with a theory: this time, the theory is that the confession was coerced because the defendant felt that he was being subjected to constant interrogation. The facts that support that theory are that he didn’t know what time it was and that he was questioned while it was light and while it was dark.

The point of these two role plays, a point that the students grasp immediately, is that the facts in both stories are “true”—there was a protocol observed during the interrogations (twice a day, between 7:30 a.m. and 11:30 p.m.), and the officers in this case followed that protocol; and the defendant’s only sense of time was based on the changing light outside his window, and he was questioned while it was light and while it was dark. The prosecutor can therefore argue that the interrogation was “repeated” or “sporadic,” and not coerced; therefore, it should be admitted into evidence in the trial. The defense, however, can argue that the interro-
igation was “constant” and therefore created a kind of duress that resulted in the defendant’s confession. Thus coerced, the confession should be suppressed.

Because all the “facts” are “true,” the students recognize that the attorneys for both parties have had to make choices about what facts to select to persuade the decision maker that the attorney’s particular story is the one to be believed and thus adopted by the court. The exercise demonstrates the lesson that the “true story”—“what really happened”—is not something objective and static, waiting to be “found” by a good investigative lawyer. On the contrary, “what really happened” is determined by the decision maker’s adoption of one or the other of the stories the lawyers have offered. And those stories are, in turn, constructed by the lawyer with the goal of persuading the decision maker. The law is made by the choices the lawyers make.

I use this case for another exercise as well, also involving a direct examination, this one having to do with the decisions lawyers must make about when to start their stories. We move forward in time a bit and are now at the trial. Let’s say the judge at the suppression hearing allowed the confession to come in. The same police officer is about to take the stand, and I ask the students to brainstorm about when and where to begin the direct examination. How, in other words, should the prosecutor frame the story this witness will tell? Almost invariably the students suggest that the examination should begin with a description of the murder Mr. Davis is alleged to have committed and his subsequent arrest, and the examination should end with his confession. The students want to draw a very tight frame around the story this witness will tell, and, indeed, the story the prosecution tells at this trial is itself a very tightly framed story: Davis did this horrible thing. How do we know? Because he told us.

My colleague and I then engage in another direct examination of Mr. Davis, playing the role of the defense counsel:

**Defense Counsel:** Mr. Davis, where did you grow up?

**Defendant:** Here in Alabama in Jefferson, just five miles from here.

**Defense Counsel:** Do you remember the first time a policeman ever talked with you?

**Defendant:** Yes.

**Defense Counsel:** Tell the jury about that, please.

**Prosecutor:** Objection, relevance?

The role play ends here as I ask the students to make arguments to the court about why this line of questioning will lead to relevant information.
To answer that question, the students must articulate the defense attorney’s case theory as well as how the defendant’s story on direct fits into that case theory. The case theory continues to be that the defendant’s confession was coerced (even if the jury doesn’t buy this argument, the defense attorney is laying the groundwork here for appealing the judge’s ruling at the suppression hearing).

So how, I ask the students, is the defendant’s first contact with the police relevant? It doesn’t take them long to get there—the story of the defendant as a poor black kid in the south at the dawn of the civil rights movement, a young man who is afraid of the police due to frequent and intimidating questioning, provides context and support for the case theory. The background story helps the decision maker make the leap to coercion and duress. Again, the lawyer has made choices about how to frame and structure the story he is telling to persuade the decision maker to adopt his particular story and thus make law that takes that story into account.

Through the lens of direct examination, students explore the practice of storytelling, and through the lens of narrative theory, they explore the practice of direct examination. Experimenting with choices about how to use particular facts; choices about how to frame the exam, when it should begin and when it should end; choices about what language to use, and what evidence to highlight leads the students to recognize that the practice of direct examination is nothing more or less than the practice of telling a persuasive story. It is a practice that takes place in a particularized (and often stilted) way, yes, but one that requires intentional and consistent choices to construct a persuasive and compelling story for the decision maker. Direct examination, in other words, is not just about asking non-leading questions.

2. Storytelling Practice in Clinic

In addition to the Advocacy course, I teach a Legal Planning Clinic in which students represent nonprofit organizations seeking tax planning assistance as well as clients who are poor or elderly or both and who are seeking assistance with end of life planning, financial planning, Medicaid and Medicare planning, and planning to meet housing needs.

Having spent the first 15 years of my legal career either practicing or teaching in a litigation context, I imagined that teaching a transactional and non-adversarial client representation clinic would require considerable adjustment in my teaching. And while certainly I have had to learn a lot about the substance of the law we work with in the clinic, as well as the technicalities of the various kinds of practice, I have been pleasantly
surprised by how well the pedagogical methods I used in the adversarial, litigation context translated.

Put simply: narrative theory and storytelling practice work just as well for me in a Legal Planning Clinic as they have in a civil litigation clinic. The connective tissue is that of persuasion: from arguing to a jury to negotiating a contract to filing a form for tax exempt status to drafting a will, lawyers seek to persuade others to act in a way that benefits their clients. What is essential for law students to understand, therefore, is how to persuade; and as the earlier sections of this piece explore, a very effective method to teach persuasion is the exploration and understanding of narrative theory and storytelling practice.

Thus, my syllabus is organized around six Tools of Advocacy: Case Theory, Timekeeping/Billing Practices, Interviewing and Counseling, Listening, Forms, and Closing Letters. In each of these units, students are asked to work with narrative and storytelling, either explicitly in the assignment for the class, or implicitly in the class discussion and debriefing. The idea is that each of these tasks requires persuasion of some kind, directed to some audience. Thus, narrative and storytelling help the students deconstruct and reconstruct the particular task consistent with its goal of persuading; in addition, using the theory and practice helps the students recognize their role as constructor of the story that must persuade, see the choices they have, and understand how to make those choices intentionally, so as to meet the goal of persuading.

In the first class of the semester, students break up into pairs and take turns describing to each other a significant personal experience. The students can pick their own significant event, and the range is always enlightening—from the birth of a baby to the death of a dog to marriage proposals to sports events. After the first telling, the students play musical partners and tell the stories that they have just heard to their new partners, as if the event they are describing happened to them; the stories have become their own, in other words. They shift partners a third time, and finally, the third (and last) student to have heard the story tells the story as if the experience were the student’s own.

We then debrief each story from a variety of perspectives. Students report feeling very self-conscious and worried about saying something inaccurate in front of the person whose story it was; they also report a desire to make the story’s “main character” sound “good” and to make the story sound interesting to the audience. They also identified their discomfort—ranging from self-consciousness and embarrassment to frustration and anger—while hearing their own stories being told by a third person to the rest of the class.
We also explore whether the final story had omissions or embellishments and try to trace when those occurred. The students brainstorm reasons for such alterations of the story: memory loss on the part of the hearers and tellers; gap-filling by a subsequent teller based on the teller’s assumptions about what had actually happened in the story; attempts by the subsequent teller to make the story more interesting to the audience; mishearing by the subsequent teller, which in turn could be based on a kind of gap-filling based on assumptions.

Building on this brainstorming, I ask the students why I engaged them in this exercise in the first class. They quickly recognize the exercise as a kind of ice-breaker—we have, after all, just learned something important about everyone in the class, as determined by what story each student chose to tell. Therefore, we all know each other a little, or a little better.

The students also quickly recognize the empathy-building facets of the exercise: they can imagine how it might feel for a client to describe her legal problem to a lawyer she’s never met before, and they better understand how it might feel for a client to sit in court, or at a mediation or negotiation, and hear her story told to an audience.

When pushed a bit more, students begin to see how the exercise might help them think about and perform their roles as lawyers who represent clients: How, in a client interview, do they listen to their client as she tells her story? Do they listen for the facts, for the point, for the emotion of the client’s story? How well do they remember the client’s story after she’s gone? When they review their notes and reconstruct her story, might they fill in gaps based on assumptions they make about the client’s life? What kinds of assumptions are those? Are they well founded, or are they based on misinformation or stereotype? When they construct the story for its next telling, what kinds of choices do they make about what to include and what to leave out? Are those choices intentional, based on their client’s goals and the lawyer’s belief about how best to meet those goals, or are they made without awareness, again based on assumptions or rote practice?

This simple exercise, then, and its subsequent debriefing, sets up the whole semester by helping us all get to know each other a bit more, beginning to awaken the students’ compassion toward their clients, and, most relevant for this discussion, framing our exploration in terms of narrative theory and storytelling practice. The exercise thus begins the students’ process of coming to see themselves as professionals who hear, construct, and retell stories, and, in so doing, make choices about how to do so. They begin to see that when made with intention, those choices can result in stories that are persuasive, compelling, and respectful of their clients; and when made without intention, those choices can result in
stories that fail to achieve their client’s goals or fail to reflect their lives in a way that feels familiar and comfortable to the client.

This exploration continues through the semester in various classes. The assignment and class that feels the most challenging, and ultimately satisfying, for me is “Tools of Advocacy: Forms as Persuasion.” In preparation for that class, I ask the students to read an article by Sandra McKenzie in which she describes the importance of storytelling in drafting wills.68

The assignment continues:

Consistent with the ideas presented in that article, plus those we’ve been talking about all semester, write one of the following for one of your live client matters:

- a “narrative description” for a [IRS] Form 1023;
- a will;
- a power of attorney;
- a health care directive.

You will be asked to read what you write in class, and also to hand it in to me. Your colleagues will critique you on how persuasive and compelling your story is. Think of each other and me as the decision maker or fact-finder whom you are trying to convince to act on your client’s behalf. Thus the idea of the “form” as “persuasion.”

This assignment should be completed individually. Even if you and your partner are using the same client matter, please do not work together on your written product. Part of what will be interesting in class will be to see how two people approached the same client story.

As the students read their “stories,” the class discussion tends to develop two distinct threads. The first is an exploration of audience. In this discussion, the students imagine the context in which the various forms would be read (the story heard), by whom, and for what purpose. What, in other words, does this form need to persuade someone to do, and who is that someone?

Thus, we imagine bank officers reading powers of attorney and having to decide whether or not to release funds to a particular individual; we imagine health care directives being read by doctors in faraway hospitals, agonizing over the kind of treatment to provide to a comatose patient; we imagine IRS agents in cramped offices laboring through stacks of tax

---

68 McKenzie, supra n. 6, at 257–59.
documents, wondering whether a particular non-profit organization was connected enough to some public purpose to grant its application for tax exempt status.

The students generate these scenarios based on what they have come to learn about their clients’ lives, the relevant law, and how the world works. Based on this knowledge, they can imagine what story they might need to tell, and how they might need to tell it to persuade these particular decision makers to act.

The second discussion thread focuses on how the goals of the particular clients for whom the forms were drafted affected the drafting. This part of the discussion brings the focus back from some future scenario with characters and a setting we don’t yet know, but can imagine, to the here and now and the current real life of this particular client and her needs and personality. For example, one team of students represented a woman who felt like she had control over very little in her life—she was a homebound elderly individual with diminishing memory and increasing paranoia. By the students’ own description, their client was a “control freak” who wanted her legal planning documents to anticipate and resolve every possible scenario she and her lawyers could imagine. The health care directive they drafted, therefore, was significantly longer and more detailed than might have been necessary to persuade some future doctor to act, but it told a story on behalf of this client that she felt adequately represented her future needs and wishes. Thus, the students were able to connect drafting these forms—whichever ones they were—with case theory, recognizing that the law and facts and client goals that went into developing their case theory also drove the construction of the story they told in the form they drafted.

The common theme of both threads, of course, is that both audience and client goals inform the choices lawyers make about what story to tell and how to tell it. By imagining these characters and settings and plots, the students moved from seeing their jobs in drafting these forms as simply checking boxes and filling in blanks, to constructing stories that accurately reflected their client’s goals and that would be likely to persuade some future decision maker to act in a way that was consistent with those goals.

The students recognize that by imagining the future scenarios, they are engaging in gap filling, but they have come to learn that such gap filling, when done intentionally and consistently with their clients’ goals, is not only acceptable, but ultimately necessary to render a story (in the form of a form) that will persuade some future decision maker.

Inevitably I have some students who have simply downloaded the statutory forms and presented them to the class filled out with their clients’ names and other relevant information. In the face of the critique—
ideally from a classmate, but, if necessary, from me—that these forms don’t really tell their client’s story, the students fall back on the defense that the form has fulfilled the statutory requirement and therefore should be valid.

I ask these students again to imagine the scenario in the future when this form needs to be used. Let’s say it’s a health care directive, and the doctor is refusing the treatment that the incapacitated client wants. Of course, someone can take the doctor to court and get an emergency court order, but what happens in the meantime? What if it is a life-and-death situation? How has the client been served by this health care directive that arguably meets the statutory requirements, but doesn’t ultimately persuade the future decision maker?

The students’ response turns out to be a version of the classic law-saturated lens so many law students and lawyers see through. This exercise helps them see that by having the law define the boundaries of the whole story, they might miss the point of the story they should be telling. Through this, they begin to see themselves as more powerful in relation to The Law, recognizing it as only one among many elements in the stories lawyers hear, construct, and tell. Thus, they gain the confidence to wrestle with the law to have it fit into their clients’ lived realities, rather than funneling their clients’ lived realities into what they understand the law to require.69

3. Storytelling Practice in “Doctrinal” Courses

In response to an earlier version of this article, a colleague of mine who teaches first-year doctrinal courses suggested that he doesn’t use the idea of storytelling in his courses because he doesn’t believe his job is to teach persuasion. That, he says, is the pinnacle of the pyramid, and he is focusing on the pyramid’s base: the teaching of analysis. Is there room for my narrative theory and storytelling practice in that realm? Absolutely. But these discussions now focus not only on how to persuade a decision maker in the future, but also on how a particular decision maker was persuaded in the past. How and why, in other words, did the custody and child support and inter-generational wealth transfer laws come to be constructed?70

Thus, I teach narrative theory and storytelling practice in my Family Law and Trusts and Estates courses as well, in very much the same way as in my other courses and for very much the same reasons. We spend a lot

69 See Grose, supra n. 16.

70 At the conclusion of the workshop at which I presented this piece and he made these comments, my colleague was sufficiently convinced of the utility of these concepts that he left the workshop “filled with new ideas for how to teach property!”
of time throughout the semester talking about the “what” and the “how” of stories, and my students spend a lot of time constructing stories themselves.

An exercise I use often in my Family Law class, for example, is the “point of view” exercise. I have students read an appellate opinion and identify the elements of the story—the characters, the plot, the genre, the moral, the frame, the setting, the organization, and the point of view. I then break the class up into character groups and have each group re-tell their story from its character’s point of view, filling in any necessary details about each of these elements.

We debrief each story and identify how the elements are similar or different depending on from whose point of view the story is told. How is the story that is told from the father’s point of view different from the one that is told from the mother’s point of view, from the child’s point of view, from the social worker’s point of view? What elements of the story change depending on whose character is telling the story?

This is different from the traditional Socratic method of analyzing cases by having students present the different arguments of the parties because it goes beyond the written opinion, the story that has been adopted by the decision maker. In this exercise, students imagine other possible stories, stories that weren’t ultimately adopted by the decision maker, and they deconstruct the choices lawyers might have made in telling those other stories and in telling the story that was ultimately adopted. Thus, students analyze not only the law that exists, but also how it came to be made through the arguments of the parties.

In Trusts and Estates, I introduce the “forms as persuasion” idea early on and return to it with each new instrument the students encounter. I also use a version of the “point of view” exercise described above: I have students work in groups to draft a series of wills, all with the same assets and potential beneficiaries, but in different contexts. One group is drafting the will for their client’s eyes only; another is drafting the will to read to the beneficiaries; and a third group drafts a will that the group will have to defend against a challenge. In debriefing each will, the rest of the class identifies its context and audience as well as its characters, plot, framing, and organization. This exercise reveals how context and audience change the story’s content and structure and how essential it is to imagine all three (if not more) audiences when making choices about the story’s content and structure.

In both of these courses, my goal in using these exercises is certainly to have students engage with the doctrine I am teaching in the course, whatever it is. But the exercises challenge them to do so in an active way that allows them to recognize the law as comprising stories that have been
constructed by lawyers and adopted by decision makers. The exercises also lead students to recognize themselves as the future constructors and adopters of stories, in other words, as future makers of law.

III. Conclusion: Trial by Ordeal

To make the point that this kind of pedagogy can be used and useful across the curriculum, I offer a final set of exercises, built around a video on YouTube called “Trial by Oil.”

The video documents the “trial” of a man who has been accused of stealing yams from another member of his community. The “trial” involves having both men—the accused and the accuser—stick their hands in boiling oil. Whoever is able to do so without getting burned is telling the truth; the other one is lying.

I have used this clip in two ways. First, I have the students simply watch the clip and then describe in writing “what happened” in the clip. Each student then presents his or her re-telling of the story, and we identify the various narrative elements of each of their versions—who the characters are, what the plot is, when the story begins, when it ends, how it is resolved, what the story’s moral is. We talk a bit about the choices each student made, either consciously or not, about the substance of his or her story, as well as its technical elements. This simple exercise gets students deconstructing the “what” and “how” of a story as made up of distinctive elements that are the product of choices the storyteller has made.

Another way I have used this clip is to briefly tell the story ahead of time—much as I did at the beginning of this section—and provide a student lawyer or lawyers (depending on how big the class is) for each of the main characters. Thus, students “represent” the accused man, the accuser, the tribal chief, and the community. After the students watch the clip, I tell them to describe “what happened”—to tell the story—from the point of view of their assigned character. Each student or group of students then presents its character’s story and we debrief the narrative elements—plot, character, point of view, framing, moral, and resolution. And again we identify and explore the choices each student made, either consciously or not, about the substance of his or her story as well as its technical elements.

But wait. Haven’t I forgotten to provide an important piece of information about these exercises? I haven’t said what course I use them in.

---

And that is precisely the point. Using the clip in these ways gets students engaged in deconstructing a story and exploring what makes that particular story compelling or not. As with many of the other exercises I’ve described, the debriefing gives me and the students the opportunity to explore what lies underneath their choices and how important it is to make such choices with intention and awareness.

These exercises help students work with narrative theory and storytelling practice, and they lead them to a greater understanding of their roles as storytellers and constructors of stories, based on their client’s point of view and goals. Couldn’t, therefore, these exercises—or others like them—be used in a “skills” course on trial practice, appellate practice, or alternative dispute resolution; in a “clinic” seminar on client interviewing or counseling or case theory; in a “doctrinal” course on comparative law, tribal law, civil procedure, criminal procedure, constitutional law? Shouldn’t we be teaching the skills of persuasion and critical thinking in every course?

Law is made through the telling and the believing of stories. Thus, all lawyering involves some kind of persuasion, and all persuasion involves some kind of storytelling. To be effective professionals, lawyers need to know how to construct and tell stories. That means they need to recognize stories as constructed, and they need to recognize themselves as constructors of stories. Law teachers, therefore, need to help law students develop these skills across the curriculum because they are skills that lawyers will need to use in all facets of their practice as responsible and effective professionals.